
Debt Truth Ten 
The One Peoples Public Trust 1776 is real, it exists, it has form, it moves through individuals operating within its powers. The Public Trust has life and is 
recognized worldwide by all jurisdictions, be they political, such as governments or royalties, ecclesiastic such as churches and religions; commonly such as 
Banks, Trade, Finance, or their franchising parties, the systems that support COMMERCIAL SLAVERY. This is the fact since 1776, the Declaration that 
shocked the world, which has been accepted as a clear, simple statement of TRUTH. 

The One People spoken of in the Declaration 1776 includes ALL MEN under equal creation.  The Public Trust created under the Declaration of 1776 is a very 
simple concept, stated in elegant simplicity, open for any One of the People of Earth to sign on to, stand under, and live within.  

THE CONCEPT: My liberty is my property and in order to protect my property I must insure all others have the same right to liberty. When each individual 
protects another in their liberty there is no trespass or slavery possible, because each of is responsible for that trespass or Slavery upon another. Governments are 
instituted among men under a written statement founded upon these principles by individuals as a legal obligation owed to others in the same manner we 
demand these principles for ourselves. 

This then is the genius of the American Dream. I am my brother’s keeper because he is mine.  This is a true value for value system. 

There is only one race on this planet, and that is mankind. It matters not our location, our creed, our backgrounds as we all share the same home, Earth, and we 
derive all our substance from the same Earth. 

The One Peoples Public Trust 1776 is an Open Invitation for any of the One People of the Earth to join living in liberty under the common obligation to allow 
no harm or injury to another for any reason other than protection of our individual liberties and that of Earth. 

Those of us, who live under these principles, operate under the Trust established 1776, INVITE, all the One people of the world to join in this Expression of 
Liberty with us. 

The One Peoples Public Trust 1776 has attempted to provide solutions to the current operations of the WORLD COMMERCIAL SLAVERY SYSTEM. 
These presentments are recognized and accepted as true, being of value. Yet the operators, the owners of the private money system, have intentionally refused to 
engage in even opening the discussions for solutions at any level.  

IT IS NOW TIME FOR THE ONE PEOPLE OF EARTH TO SPEAK, TO SAY WITH ONE VOICE:  DO THE RIGHT THING NOW or forever 
hold your peace! 

Join us for creating solutions to the worlds Banking Problems. Imagine the beauty possible when value for value is the operational principle of money... 

BROUGHT TO YOU BY THE ONE PEOPLE’S PUBLIC TRUST 1776 


